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GLOBAL PREHISTORIC
BIG IDEA 1: Artists manipulate materials and ideas to create an aesthetic object, act, or event.
  1. What is art and how is it made?
           Materials (Environment/Geography
           Art making techniques
           Why make art? (Function)
  2. Themes:  Power and Authority
            Funereal Traditions
            Sacred Objects and Spaces
            Historical Record
  3. Form, function, content, context:
            Form and Content = VISUAL
    Function and Context = CONTEXTUAL

Venus of Willendorf   Vienna
1. Apollo 11 Stones    Namibia
2. Great Hall of the Bulls     Cave Paintings Lascaux, France
3. Camelid sacrum   central Mexico
4. Running Horned Woman   Algeria
5. Beaker with Ibex motif   Susa, Iran
6. Anthropomorphic stele   Arabian Peninsula
7. Jade Cong    China
8. Stonehenge    England
9. The Ambum Stone   Papua, New Guinea
10.Tlatilco Female Figurine   central Mexico
11.Terra cotta fragment   Solomon Islands

Dates to Know:
Paleolithic (Old Stone Age): 40,000 - 9,000 BCE

Neolithic (New stone Age): 8,000 - 2300 BCE 

TECHNIQUES

ARTWORKS

VOCABULARY Paleolithic
Neolithic

Architecture: post and lintel construction
  megalith
  trilithon
Two-dimensional art work:
  silhouette vs. frontal
  contour/contour line
  aerial view
  twisted perspective/ “composite  
  view”
Three-dimensional art work:
  additive vs. subtractive
  statuette (figurine)
  relief (sculpture)

What is the CONTENT of this art work?

mimetic
abstraction

Ritual and symbolic works might have 
encouraged the availability of food sources.  
The first art-making was associated with
activities of food production (hunting, agriculture, 
etc.), showing status, and burial.
 
Artifacts show human's awareness of 
fundamental, stable situations/experiences/
incidents from astrological events to manipulation 
of materials available.
 
Art production was used to connect and 
influence the natural world to human needs - 
sustaining life, and fertility.
 
Animal images and female figures seem to be 
connected to shamanistic rituals.
 
Due to the absence of written records and other 
contextual information, there is a lack of certainty 
regarding prehistoric artifacts.  Multiple 
intrepretations are presented due to 
archaeological and ethnograhic (study of human 
cultures) approaches of function and meaning 
of the works of art.

CONTEXT

Gardner's Art through the Ages: A Concise Global History


